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FOREWORD

T

his volume presents the voices of nearly 150 children
who participated in workshops throughout the San
Diego region, from the outlying communities of
Oceanside and Fallbrook, to San Diego city neighborhoods, to
Bonita and Imperial Beach. This anthology stems from the
collaborative efforts of dozens of poets, teaching in both
English and Spanish, as well as librarians, and organizers. It
represents a community effort in the most robust sense of the
term.
Our collective of young poets has grown remarkably in the
short period of a few years. It has been a joy to witness
changes in perspective and style from year to year in the
writing of students who return to our workshops on a regular
basis. It has also been uplifting to become immersed in the
diversity of new voices printed here.
The world that these young people will inhabit as adults
will likely differ dramatically from its present state. A second,
automation-driven industrial revolution, climate change,
environmental degradation, and advances in biotechnologies
are all forces shaping the socio-cultural landscape of
tomorrow. Now, more than ever, creativity and community
connections are vital as we grow and change. The poems in
this book are an invitation down that path.
YING WU
Executive Editor
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THE

POEMS

Celebratory Reading
Sunday
March 22, 2020
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Encinitas Library
540 Cornish Drive
Encinitas, CA 92024
(760) 753-7376

FREE
Poets published in the
Kids! San Diego Poetry Annual

2019
will read their poems.

Copies of the KSDPA 2019
will be available for purchase.
Visit ksdpa.com for more information.
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Rowan Deviny

Ode to a Beach
I lay on your warm white sand.
Your palm trees provide wonderful shade.
Your ocean is fun to splash in.
You are my favorite place.

Jazz
I am groovy
I am loud
I am improvisational

Lunch
I am delicious
I am anything you want
I am gone

Green
Grass, lime, kiwi, growing every day,
color of the fields and the ocean far away.
Jungle, broccoli, spinach.
My favorite all the time,
the color of life on this planet divine.

3

Joey Garcia

My Teacher, My Family, My Dad
My teacher has taught me the most.
My family makes me feel safe because
they make me feel comfortable.
My Dad makes me laugh because
he is funny.

My favorite color is pinkish lavender
because it makes me feel joy in my heart.

4

Scarlett Alvarez

Blue
I think about the sky
when I look at the color blue

5

Gwen Mendez

Crazy
I'm a great Minecraft droller
I am sassy
I'm nice
I'm crazy

Pirates
Pirates found genie earrings, threw them off the deck.
Pirates found a rare coin, threw it off the deck. Pirates found
treasure full of gold and threw it off the deck. You see, those
pirates liked coconuts. They went to Hawaii, but a toucan ate
all the coconuts, so they went to Tamarindo Beach, but no
coconuts. Then a volcano erupted, so the pirates went home
and cried to their mommies. But did they know that the
treasure was coconuts?

6

Aidan Swing

Colors
My second favorite color is green.
I like green because I like plants. I like the rainbows.
Rainbows have seven colors.
I like green because it's in the rainbows.
Green is very popular. Green can be a trash truck.
There is a green trash can, medium size,
with trash inside.
My third favorite color is red.
I like blue.
I like blue because it's like water,
because it is dark.
I like the light in the morning.
I like blue because my favorite letter is "b."
Blue is cool.
I like it when God speaks to me.
He says nice things to me.
He made the world?

7

Yerik Martinez

Red!
My favorite color is red.
because Spiderman is red.
Pizza and strawberries are red!

That's Me!
I am lazy, I am handsome,
I am helpful, I am awesome,
and. . .I like pizza!

8

Daniel Beltran

Life of a Hair Tie

Be glad you aren't a hair tie.
I start my day getting stretched out,
put into hair.
It hurts so bad.
I have to stick like that for hours
until I get put on a wrist.
That's when I get to rest.
After that, I get pulled and go back to the hair.
I get lost sometimes,
or ripped and thrown away,
but before that,
I was new,
in a box of hair ties,
in a clean store.

9

Isabella Harvey

Escavator
My brother is a fun-loving person. He is always
wanting to play with me. Excavators are his very favorite
thing to see. He has blue-green eyes and long brown
hair. He loves to bake cakes with me. He is the
best brother a girl could ever wish for.

I am blessed to always be with my family.
I am happy when my Dad gets out of work.
I am happy that my Mom spends so much time with me.
I am excited that I am in Sixth grade next year.
I am a unique girl who is always different.

Books
Books can take you magical places.
Big books, small books, funny books, sad books,
adventure books, mystery books, murder books,
and anything from ancient Greek, and more.
When you find a book,
you will never want to let it go.

10

Emmy Deviny
I like the mix of blue and green.
It is like my old bed.
I think about sleep.
I think about my home.
I think about wind.
I think about my Mom.
I think about calmness.

I Am Emmy
I am small
I am cute
I am fast
I am 7
I am cool
I am an artist
I am new
I am hot
I am good
I am a girl
I am a 2nd Grader
I am sweet
I am joyful
I have a friend.
I am a jellyfish in the ocean.

11

Micah Davis
I see a black bird
It has a yellow chest.
It has a green, yellow, and red beak.
It is a Keel-billed Toucan.

I am athletic,
I am good at history.
I am aware,
I am focused,
I am smart.
I am good at football.
I am chill.
And. . .I like parrots.
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Ava Lopez
I am happy when I see my Dad at the fair, and when I am
coloring, and when I am playing hide-and-seek and tag with
my cousins.

13

Harmony Deschambeau
I am musical with my guitar
I am musical
I love music
Music makes me
calm
My Dad teaches me the guitar

14

Annabel Arcuri

I See a Moth and Leaves and Grass
after Escape to Rome, oil on canvas by Sheldon Kirby

I see a moth
I wear cloth
I see some leaves in a tree
They jump and that’s fleas
I see some green grass at the park
My aunts in Indiana are far.

Cats and Dogs
I like cats and dogs because
they’re cute and when they play
together, they’re friendly and
they’re thoughtful.

15

Elliot Arcuri

T. Rex
He moves fast,
He eats meat,
He eats other dinosaurs
so they all run away.
He’s tall as an elevator.
Dinosaur!

16

Jake Doyle

The Park
The park. Oh, the park!
Such wonderful things,
the wet and soft grass,
the moist and blue skies,
the butterflies that pass,
and the wonderful trees.
Oh, the park, the park!
Such wonderful things.

The Lake
I remember going fishing and
looking at the quiet and blue
lake, it reminds me of looking
in a mirror. I also remember
going to the beach, the sun
shining on my face.

17

Jana Doyle

Colorful Memories
after Escape to Rome, oil on canvas by Sheldon Kirby

I remember watching a movie with a raccoon
and a crown on it.
It reminds me of seeing a bird’s egg on the floor,
It reminds me of riding a horse,
It reminds me of a pineapple on a street,
It reminds me of my cat blinking at me,
It reminds me of seeing a bear in the forest,
It reminds me of a gorilla saving a kid that fell
from a really high mountain,
It reminds me of my brother drawing an alien picture.

Poem for Buster, My Cat
Buster rose
fluffy,
cute,
fuzzy.
Makes me feel good,
I can play with him.
Funny,
Purr,
Part of the family.
Green eyes.
Rolls on his back.
Petting him,
Feeding him treats,
Snuggling with him,
Staying overnight.
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Jenny Escalon

Dragon Valentine
after Valentine for Ernest Mann by Naomi Shihab Nye

Two dragons for a valentine are very flammable,
full of scales but very protective, hard, and bumpy.
Their roars are loud but not as loud as my heart
thumping just for you.
You make me jump for joy and blow hearts of
flame. My heart sets on fire, it burns till I get
to spend my last days with you. And when we
descend in ashes, we will blow together in
the wind.

19

Chuansheng (Conner) Jiao

Ode to Ice Cream and Books
Ice cream, cold as an iced drink
and every flavor I can imagine.
I like it in the summer when I am hot
because it cools me down. Books
amuse me and they inform me. They
make me feel like I’m listening to them
and looking at them.

Four Tiny Little Poems
found from Valentine for Ernest Mann
by Naomi Shihab Nye

1. You like spirit.
2. Poems hide sleeping.
3. Skunks are serious.
4. Maybe if we invent poems
we can find knowledge.

20

Eva Lauder
Under the ground there
are layers of soil,
underground homes and
many other things.
Above the ground there
are insects, birds, and
many other things, and on
the ground there are trees,
houses, and many other
things. But deep down
below the ground, below
the soil there is love, and magic
and stuff you need.

21

Adair Laxton

Bunnies
Soft
Cute
Free
Tame
Touch
Gives
me love,
Sleeps with me.
Why?
It is a bunny!

Gardening
Bees
Food
Dirt
Seeds
Picking
Lemon cucumbers
Pickling cucumbers
Basil
Tomatoes
Chard
Good plants
Mushrooms
Weeds
Bad plants.

22

Quinn Laxton

Parrot
Colorful,
Pretty
Cute
Fun
Squawky
They blend in.
Fast
Loud
Fly!

23

Eugene Ng

These Woods
after Dry Summer by Susan Macking Dolin
linocut on stenciled kozo

These woods are like lone hikers, standing firm.
The log is like a lost battle where it fell.
The mountain is like an obstacle
you have to clamber over (literally).
The grass is the city, building after building.
If you combine them, this is what you get!
Lone hikers standing in a grassy field,
with a grassy hill in front of them.
But the city is hiding behind the grassy slope of the hill,
with the clear blue sky above it.

The Deserts
It’s dry.
Everything’s valuable.
There are a lot of animals.
There are cacti.
There are sandstorms.
There are rattlesnakes.
There are animals that live underground.
Water is scarce.

24

Aubrie K. Sanchez

Ode to the Beach
The beach is a wonderful place,
Boogie-boarding on waves,
Beautiful shells,
Crystal-clear water,
Sand crabs crawling through the sand,
The soft sand beneath my feet.
And most of all, the beautiful
sunset.
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Azul G. Torres

The T.E.L.L. Sculpture:
Valentine for Norman
after Valentine for Ernest Mann by Naomi Shihab Nye

Teeth, you are as strong as
teeth. You never give up.
You keep on trying just as
the healthiest teeth, staying away from
germs tearing you down. And I, I am
the toothbrush. Always by your side
even in the hardest moments.
Eggplant, you are tough and hard
on the outside, but sweet deep
on the inside. Purple, my favorite
color and green one of your favorite
colors. The purple part of the eggplant
is me, holding you, the green part.
Lips, everything you say is as
valuable as a diamond.
Love, I love you more than anything,
more than the moon
and the stars.

26

Norman G. Torres

A Dragon for Mom
During the time you live,
Respect and love,
Agree but don't argue,
Go in life,
Only with your emotions,
Never go back.

27

Navya Venkat

Cat
Walking around in the house,
Hiding in the bushes
and under beds
More
calming than dogs
quiet than dogs.
Kitten.

28

Nethra Lakshmi Venkat

Tea Pots
after Black Teapot, Tokoname Teapot, and 2 Cups,
mixed-media artworks by Meera Ramanathan

Tea, makes me
feel warm and
calm. It tastes
so good, and is
hot and nice.
The cups look
pretty and can
have designs &
pictures of flowers
or can be simple
and plain. You can
put stuff in it to
make it taste
good. It smells
tasty. The kettle
whistles too, like
a coach blowing
her whistle.
I love tea.

I Love Ice Cream
Ice cream. . .
tastes good
looks good
flavors are delicious.
It’s cold and creamy,
It sometimes has sprinkles.
The smells are yummy!
I like watching how it’s made.
The cone tastes crunchy.
I love the toppings, syrup,
& cherries!

29

Mariah Wu

Ocean Sounds
Have you seen oceans
as shiny as stars?
The waves
that crash on the surface of the water? They go
kshshshshshshsh.
The animals talking? So cute! The dolphins
sound like songbirds.
Whales sound like the lowest part of the violin. Oh
and sharks! Beware not to mess with them!

30

Mariah Wu

Mountains
after Dry Summer by Susan Macking Dolin
linocut on stenciled kozo

Mountains, mountains everywhere. Cold ones hot ones
everywhere.
Begin
with “M” for monkeys, mountain
lions, and me! What a nice view!
I see
the moon,
I see peaceful flowing rivers.
I see
tiny mountains too.
Oh beautiful Northern Lights! Oh
beautiful world.
I love mountains. Peaceful ones,
noisy ones.
I don’t care what’s on them.
I’m
ready to climb!

31

Destiny Wu

Cabin Trip
after Dry Summer by Susan Macking Dolin,
linocut on stenciled kozo

It reminds me of going on a trip
to a cabin.
(I forget where.)
I went outside for a walk.
I slept in a hammock in the sun.
I saw red ants outside of the cabin.
I felt calm.
I felt happy.

32

Reaghan Abernathy
I am active in cheer and softball.
I am musical by playing the trumpet.
I am bad at math.
I am sunny.
I am supportive.
I am nice.
I am in 7th grade.
I am observant.
I am good with animals.
I am joyful.
I am good with technology.
I am good at swimming.
I am careful.
I am happy.
I am good at making friends.
I am good at watching Netflix.
I am good at writing.
I am good at cooking.
I am chill.

My Nothing Poem
I don't know what to write about,
nothing is popping into my head.
I can't think of anything
I don't even know how long this will last,
but this poem's about nothing.
But since I love turtles,
do them a favor and do not use plastic straws.
Use metal straws.

33

Jaelle Exantus
I am me.
There is no "we" in "me."
Without me, we are not us.
"Us" is special because me & me is we.
Or us.

34

Maria Garza
I am happy when I am at the fair. I am happy when I see my
baby sister. I am happy when it's my birthday.

35

Izzy Redwitz

Fireworks
Boom! An explosion lights the sky
of colorful colors from where I lie.
I see the beauty of color so high
in the sky.

The Beach
Sand, waves, flowers, trees
The cool sand between my toes
The waves touch my toes

36

Diego Collazo-Bauzo

Dragons
There are many types of dragons,
some big, some small.
Some stand short, while others stand tall.
Most breathe fire, but others breathe ice.
But not this dragon,
for this one is much different.
This fierce behemoth is the size of ten cars,
with sharp, outjawed fangs.
It has four sets of eyes with a set of huge wings.
Did I mention it doesn't walk, but instead
slithers like a snake.
This snake-like creature has a vibrant color.
This nasty creature has the coloring like
dark, dirty swamp water.
This snaky creature is not one to be messed with.

37

Clara Senowitz

My Dragon
There are dragons as small as a thumb.
This one is, and she loves to hum.
She likes to eat.
Her favorite food is a beet.
She likes tales about whales.
She loves to dream, it seems,
'til the morning bright,
when it is light.

38

Daniella Collazo-Bauzo

Ocean in My Eyes
I see a shining, glistening object, something that catches
my eye. I can't tell what it is because the sun is reflecting off
the object. It's too bright. . .can't see. . .As the sun goes down,
I see the majestic sunset fading away slowly. I finally see the
gorgeous blue glistening ocean that is the color of a blue
whale. You can smell the salt from the water, and you feel the
breeze hit your face, and the soothing sand going between
your feet as you sit there thinking of your feelings and
emotions.

I Never Take a Shower
I am a unicorn. Unicorns don't shower!
We don't even brush our teeth.
We don't like showers. We jump
just like when a cat sees a cucumber.
And also, how will we dry ourselves?
We don't have arms.
It's too complicated.
We might as well not take a shower
if we have all these problems.

39

Abby Ambrose

The Bearded Dragon
They are pretty.
They keep their beards dry
because they are in the sun.
They are peach in color.

40

Ally Ambrose

Ode to Kolby
He always gets scared,
like when he hides in the cabinet
because it's like he is playing hide-and-seek.
He's a black cat, like a Halloween cat.
When Kolby lies on my Mom,
she thinks it's because he is thinking,
"Don't take me on the plane again."

41

Mila Pardo

Inside my heart
a unicorn is hiding
her five babies, because
a predator is coming.
She makes sure to get food for the babies.
She showers the babies in the salty ocean water.
Each baby is a special color:
pink, blue, purple, yellow, and dark pink.
But their horns are all the same.
Those are rainbow colored.
They will be magical one day,
but on this day, only their mom has magic.
They lay down to sleep
and the boy unicorn hears a rabbit
and chases after it.
But the koala in the tree tells him
to go to sleep. . .
And they all sleep peacefully.

42

Micaiah Hensler

Gabriel in My Heart
Gabriel cries and cries. He calms down
and plays, and goes to sleep.
The next day was his birthday.
He got airplanes.
My heart is happy for Gabriel.

43

Liam del Rosario
Inside my heart
there is a turtle in a street
and lots of cars ready to not see him
and stop.

Jacob del Rosario
Inside my heart is a turtle
climbing a mountain,
look for a pond
to eat some food.

44

Caleb Ragland
Five are running in the street
to get ice cream that is yellow and red.

45

Amalah Ragland

Little White Lily
Little white lily sat by a stone
being blocked from the sun.
Little white lily moved the stone,
sat 'til the sun shone.
When it shined, little white lily
was happy. Full of sun,
she hoped the rain would come.
When the rain came, little white lily
filled her roots.
Soon the sun came, and a rainbow came
when the rain and shine mixed.

46

Cy McHargoe

Wonderful, Exquisite Jake
Jake went to the purple lake.
He asked why is the sky gold?
Then Fernald said it was the oni.
The oni was a deep, evil beast
who stole the heart of the sky.
Then Jake asked, "Why is the lake purple?"
Fernald had the same reply.
Then he asked Jake,
"Why is the sunset so beautiful?"
Jake replied, "I don't know, sir."
Fernald said, "Exactly my point."
Then Jake suddenly woke up.
(. . .to be continued. . .)

47

Nandan Kartik

Max
Max is his name.
He has no pets — he is my pet.
He's not afraid of anything.
He loves cereal.
He is 49 inches tall,
taller than me.

Origin Story of Max
He came out of a volcano
and he was surfing on the lava
and he came to my house.
He skateboarded up to my driveway.

48

Pavan Kartik

My Pet Monster
Messy is his name.
He loves pizza.
He is 80 inches tall.
His favorite activity is football (soccer).
He can morph into anything
(he just has to think about it).
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Ava Wortz

Monster
Alkitrast is a tall, long, sad monter. He is from a small
town named Gremlin. He loved playing games. For now he
lives alone in a small cave. What would it be like to live with
happiness?

Me
My name is a mystery. I am dark and scary. I am 40 feet
tall, but I wish I was 60. I sleep in a small bed that seems a bit
hairy. I live in a mansion on a mountain. The windows clash
and clang and it looks kind of scary.
My feet are long, but not wide. I smell like an onion so now
I know why people cry. I say, "Have a good day!" And people
run away.
So what would it be like to be great?
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Jordan Yaeger

Lights and Echoes
If I was rain my misty grey clouds
would pour out raindrops filled
with different ideas sprinkling down lightly.
If poetry was a bright light
it would shine down on everything
and create a reflection.
When you flicked the switch
on and off, you would hear a tiny click
echoing across the room.
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Vanessa Venancio

Angels in Nature
If poetry was a seashell,
it would be heard from ocean to ocean.
If poetry was be a pearl,
it would be seen like heaven.
If poetry was an angel,
it would be playing a trumpet.
If poetry was a smile,
it would spread from my heart to your face.
If poetry was a dream,
you would live in the beauty of nature.
If poetry was a tear,
it would make your tears into a waterfall.
If poetry was a flower,
its nectar would taste sweet as magical candy.
If poetry was a butterfly, when it spread its wings
the wind would kiss your cheek.
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Yara Naim

Me as a Calendar
I would dream of being on a wall.
I would eat up days.
My best friend would be birthdays
and we would rush
to the special person’s birthday.
My mother would be a pen
and we would mark dates.
My father would be a pencil
and we would do math.
Me and my friends would go
to birthdays to sing.

Alexa Sanders

If poetry was an ocean. . .
I would swim and feel its soothing words
I would listen to its exquisite, calm voice.
I would read until my mouth was full
of kind, beautiful words
tasting like Butterfingers.
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Jedd Li

Color Cougar
Cougar
leaping from rock
to rock
tail swishing
glossy golden fur
gleaming in the light
bright white teeth
glistening red
keen yellow eyes
scanning the terrain
a creature of beauty

Comfort Teddy Bear
My best friend has a teddy bear.
It is his best companion
and comforts him.
It's always there for him.
When he gets scared,
the teddy bear
comes to comfort him.
My best friend has a teddy.
It is his best companion.
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Jedd Li

A Cockroach for a Valentine
after Valentine for Ernest Mann by Naomi Shihab Nye

A cockroach for a valentine?
Really, Guō Yì Mǐn?
Oh, ha, look! Here she comes!
Why did you give me a disgusting bug?
What?
Because it’s the second fastest bug?
Who in the whole, wide world cares?
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Jaxon Mason

Zack
He lives by the railroad track.
That's the only place he will snack.
He hits a ball for a living. It's a lot of fun.
He loves bathing in the sun.
After five minutes of something, he quits and is done.
He has lots of pets.
He is afraid of most nets.
He likes making a lot of bets.
He loves swimming in water.
Guess what? He has a daughter.
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Caliana Mason

Snap Dragon
Her name is Snap Dragon.
She looks friendly, but terrifies.
She has three heads.
She needs to drink lots of water
because she has three heads.
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Kachina Brounda Yansch

Happy Place
My happy place is on the top of a rock wall,
gripping the holds,
feeling the smooth chalk between my fingers,
feeling the hug of the harness,
the pull of the rope,
getting higher and higher
with each grab, step for jump,
smelling the sweat, smelling the confidence.
And just as soon as it starts, it ends
with a final hop, final push
and a final landing.

Songs
The sweet flowing sound wafts through the room, dripping
into everyone's ears like yellow honey.
The honey is not made by bees, though you may think so.
It is made of music: of piano, ukulele, vocals, violins, drums.
It is made of the everyday sounds that we hear walking
through the street.
It is not easy to capture these sounds, and just as difficult
to hear them, too. But if we stop and think, close our eyes and
listen with our hearts, we just might catch a glimpse of that
sweet yellow honey.
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Lily Raissi
Nature is my happy place.
Any time of the day
I play on the hills and downs,
fresh air all around.
Grass, flowers.
My eyes close and I drift off
under a willow. Birds sing
their end of day time.
Mom calls me back. I say,
"I'll be there soon." I walk home
slowly, the sun sets.
And when it rises, I'll never forget
the flowers, the trees,
rabbits and squirrels
and the song from a dove.
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Samara Klein

Outside
Outside is like my home.
The trees are like my bed.
And the air is like a gentle blanket
making sure I am safe.
Every time I see some grass,
I take my shoes off
and feel the nice brush.

Singing
Singing to me is like seeing some shine.
It makes me feel happy.
It reminds me of how the birds sing and fly.
I've always wished I could do it one time.

Fragile
Today was a very fragile day. My mom broke my window,
yelling so loud. I wanted to get mad and break hers. . .but I
knew not to scream.
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Cruz Braz Arnzen

International Dragon
Association Building
I am the owner and president of the International Dragon
Association. Our building is floating in space 500 billion
light-years away from where you are standing.
It has modern, clean lines. It has 100 percent glass walls,
and a glass bottom floor that looks down to the pool below.
It also has a soft-landing pad reserved for me. If another
dragon lands on my landing pad, they get sent to court. If
they get convicted, they go to dragon jail for 115 years. It's not
too long, because dragons are immortal.
My bedroom has solid 24-karat gold walls, floors and bed
frame. My mattress is made out of fluffy white clouds. It is the
perfect spot to sleep, wrestle with my Dad, and snuggle with
my Mom.
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Jayden Choong

Life
Life is like a song,
sometimes melodious,
sometimes sorrow.

Fox
One sunny day, I found a fox and it was wearing a sock.
One the next day, I felt dizzy and I didn't have a clue that I
had a flu. The doctor said I should stay at home and can't
roam.
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Jadon Foy

The War Continuing
Just for us
to have peace
and for us
to live happily.

Landon Foy

Hunter Foy
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Abby Ducharme

Landscape
Center of the jungle
a waterfall lies.
A dragon and birds fly,
deer and elk play by a pond.
Wolves are running around.
The oasis is found.
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Izzy Grinnan

The Barn
The barn is my favorite place.
The horses are so gentle.
The horses are Destiny,
Tix, Princess Kennedy, Bandit,
Pippen, Waffle, Honey. All
of those horses are in the barn.
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Micah Ducharme

Gorilla Fun
I like them swining
and then hitting their muscles.
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Claire Wiley

Bird and Mr. Fox
A bird said a word and said it to me.
And it was, "Food please!
I want it in a bowl and not in a hole."
"Okay," said Mr. Fox in his socks,
who was in the red box.
The box climbed up the tree?
The bird flew away.
And Mr. Fox was the saddest of them all.
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Gunner St. Lucas

Black
Black, at night
is bouncing off everything.
And light is bouncing,
but night, on boats,
is creaking with frogs.
The anchors magically floated up,
and the boat floated to a desert,
landed on the sand. In the morning,
he woke up and didn't need
to have breakfast. He tried to eat
and food fell out of his mouth
because he turned into a ghost.
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Eva Trujillo

The Leaf
Red, orange, yellow, green,
one little leaf was flying.
The whistling wind was pushing it along
as it sang its beautiful song.
High in the sky it twirled and tumbled.
Such amazing tricks, but the leaf was humble.
He would push up into the sky without a sound.
Jealous rocks looked up and sighed,
wishing that they could fly.
People stared and gazed in awe
at the terrific leaf they saw.
Shimmering, shining in the sun,
he was having lots of un.
Not so perfect, but still great,
he could never ever wait.
Now he was starting to feel alone.
Swoosh! He decided to just go home.
He soon arrived at a huge, huge tree,
lots of vivid colors you could see,
the home of all his family,
the great big home of all the leaves.
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Stella Trujillo

Annoying Brother
My annoying brother
is always bothering me when I play.
He steals what I'm using. He runs away,
laughing, then hides it on the side.
I always chase him down the stairs
and laugh. Then it happens again.
Sometimes, he throws it down the stairs,
then runs away and stares.
Then I go and pick it up,
then he gives me lots of love.
Then we become friends.
Then it's happiness again.
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Aubrey Garcia

Two Sisters
I have two sisters,
both younger than five
yet very bratty,
both with big eyes
and big smiles,
can be sweet and nice,
but are very wild.
They love to play.
One is one, the other is four.
They both think they are older.
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Nicki Russo

Sister
My sister is playful.
She is a beautiful person.
And she loves art
and also like ballet.
Her favorite subject is social studies.
And she also like drawing.
And she is the best sister in the world
because she takes care of me.
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Kristen Russo

The Flag
Red, white and blue watching the sky:
50 stars, 50 states, 13 stripes, 13 colonies.
I am important to all 50 states
and I represent the U.S.A. People sing
The Star-Spangled Banner to me
and I am almost everywhere.
I bring color and joy to America.
My colors are red, white and blue.
Red means bravery. White means peace.
Blue means prosperity.
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Arianna Larios

Koala
There in the sunlight was a beautiful baby koala
who was there from a sad moment. Her mom
was in a tree with her koala and her mom was captured.
Her mom gave her life to save her baby.
Her mother was released into the wild.
They were happy together forever.
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Annais Larios

Favorite Food
Pizza makes me happy and warm.
I make pizza at home,
round like my face. The pepperoni
are my eyes, the cheese is my arms.
Oh, pizza, you make me so happy.
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Carter Lampman

Finis Temporis
The world had entered a new age.
The evidence was everywhere—buildings lay in ruins,
bridges had crumbled, forests slowly burned to the ground.
In the charred remains of what used to be New York City,
there lay a massive crater in the center of the unorganized
chaos, and inside it rested the fountain of a once official red
building, now in shambles. In the center, there lay a small,
broken and battered pocket watch. Next to it, the fragile and
dying body of a man.
He sat up straight and saw the full extent of the frantic
havoc all around. And worst of all, he knew it was all his fault.
With the last of his dying energy, he pulled a folded piece of
paper from his pocket and slowly scribbled a note—or at least
as well as he could in his current state. With his last dying
breathe, he gently placed the note on top of the pocket watch
and pressed a button on the back.
There was a clacking of electricity and the pocket watch
and note disappeared.
The man smiled. Outside the rubble, a gentle rain began.
Sadly, there was no one left to hear it.
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Taylor Lampman

My Best Friends
I have a lot of friends,
but not a lot of best friends.
Well, maybe a lot. Let me list them:
Theo, Peyton, Makayla, Marcus, Samaria and Madi.
See — not a lot.
All are funny, smart and weird.
One has brown hair and freckles.
Another, with blonde hair and freckles,
gives me piggyback rides.
Another is short, with blonde hair,
and is a good leader.
Another is athletic, short, with blonde hair.
Another has black curly hair.
Another has blonde hair and freckles.
And me? Well, I'm lucky
to have those friends.
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Mino St. Lucas
Stars are bright
forms of light
in the dead of the night.
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Mateo Zamudio Tejeda

Me and My Chicken
In any place, I run with my chicken
in the galaxy. There I find ghost children
They walk, flying wherever they want.
They do circles and cartwheels, looking
for games like my chicken and me.
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José Noe Salazar

The Blue and Red Fish
I am a blue and red fish.
I swim in Mission Bay
and children swim with me.
The sun shines and the ocean
gleams through the sky.
I flapped my fins all day,
saying goodbye to the children.
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Mia Felix

Friendship
Friendship
is like two pink flowers
blooming together.
Friendship
is like four purple butterflies
flying together.
Friendship
is like three brown dogs
playing together.
Friendship is when 10 children
play together in peace.
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Carlo Giovingo Hart

Mr. Greg
Mr. Greg is my best friend
ever since I was three.
He loves to surf with me.
When I told him what happened,
he made me feel better.

Turbo
Turbo is my best furry friend.
He is my surf dog and helps me
be calm and not afraid.
He made me be able to be brave.
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Donovan Maes

Across the Merced
I am standing by the Merced,
wading in the shallows.
An unknown woman comes toward me
and points across the Merced.
I squint, but see nothing.
A shadowy silhouette walks through the forest
and then, it growls.
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Tiffani Van

My Unicorn
Her name is Savene.
She hears noises that I don't hear.
She hears stomping on the roof
and I think I heard her
stomping on the roof.
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Ian Zuniga
I come from red mustang speeding down the gray road,
from a gray house,
from a red mustang.
I come from a white fluffy marshmallow,
from roasting over a campfire,
from a fluffy marshmallow.
I come from a spicy red pepper,
from Mom's fruity perfume,
from stinky sharpies that my cousins color with.
I come from the boom of a drum,
from the boom of a tree as it falls,
from the boom of a car speeding over a bump.
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Camila Cuenca Guttierez
I come from a green meadow in a mountain forest,
from yellow daisies soaking the sunshine,
from blue ocean crashing onto the shore.
I come from a smooth, soft, red garden full of roses,
from a ground in the river filled with delicate rocks,
from a hard-stoned sour lemon.
I come from a sweet, cute apple made in the night sky,
from new sneakers used and then thrown into the trash,
from a mariachi singing for us in Cinco de Mayo.
I come from a lion roaring in an African cave,
from a dog laying and relaxing like a person,
from the howl of a desperate wolf in the midnight sky.
I come from a fluffy marshmallow
roasting on a campfire,
from a sleeping cheetah under a moonlit sky,
from a muddy and disgusting river in Mississippi.
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Khloe Danielle Seabrooks

Wolf
I come from a gray, black and white soft fluffy wolf,
from a wolf that has black fur on its feet
that looks like boots,
from white lines in the middle of the gray lines.
I come from sugar cookies,
from a sweet sugary taste,
from a soft sugar cookie.
I come from Zebras, angry Zebras,
from kicking lions and cheetahs,
from hurting and dying from lions and cheetahs.
I come from a howl from a wolf,
from a loud howl,
from a soft howl.
I come from wolves, soft wolves,
from killing elk, cow elk, and deer,
from sleeping in a lot of different wolf dens.
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Kevin Hien Pham

Home
I come from a blue ocean with giant waves,
from a blue wrecked house,
from a hurricane that hit.
I come from a bitter flavorless watermelon,
from a giant banana from Brazil,
from a melty dragon fruit.
I come from a pungent rotten fish,
from a disgusting gray lake,
from a fishy beach.
I come from a high-pitched scream,
from a strike of thunder in rain,
from a dog cooped up in a corner.
I come from a cool rock in my warm hands,
from under smoltering hot gravel,
from inside a cold giant rock.
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Osiris Valdez

Yummy & Kitten
I come from an orange and white kitten,
from a kitten with white boots from snow,
from a kitten with ocean-blue eyes.
I come from homemade chocolate chip cookies,
from sweet chocolate chips from Mom,
from a crunchy baked cookie.
I come from a chocolate stench of a cupcake,
from a baked sluffy soft chocolate batter,
from a chocolate cupcake with fluffy whipped cream.
I come from an adorable kitten
with high-pitched meows,
from a purr of an adult cat,
from a roar of a lion.
I come from a soft kitten blanket,
from a fluffy smooth blanket,
from a soft feathery fuzzy blanket.
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Tobey Le

Life
I come from the liquids of the rainbow,
from the colors of life,
from the colors of the night sky.
I come from the taste of healing water,
from the taste of good-tasting meat,
from the taste of sweet victory.
I come from sweet-scented perfume,
from the rotten bananas,
from the smell of saltwater.
I come from the sound of glazing wind,
from soft rain raiding all of the grass and trees,
from the pulverizing sound of chalk hitting a blackboard.
I come from the smooth touch of animal fur,
from the rough feeling of wood,
from the weird feeling of human slobber.
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Chakrawoot Sividal Somee

Exploding Forest
I come from green forest spirits I feel around me,
from a white upward draft that pools me up,
from a yellow sun like fire that burns.
I come from a tasty mint cake that makes fire,
from a bittersweet lollipop that burns,
from a bakery that caught on fire.
I come from the smell of honey that looks like meat,
from a brown smell like water,
from a jungle that smells like fresh water.
I come from a house that sounds mute,
from a noise like a jungle,
from a book that sounds like a crash.
I come from slime that feels like water,
from a wind that feels like ice
from a noodle that feels like a snake.
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Ashley Miranda

Wild
I come from the wild where the green leaves are
from green and blue earth,
from furry black animals.
I come from the wild where only the strong survive,
from red hearts,
from green woods.
I come from black sweet caves,
from red spicy wolves,
from dark animals.
I come from the sound of an animal that howls,
from the brown trees,
from the wild winds.
I come from the touch of a dark light,
from red scars,
from black hard soil.
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Giovanni Garcia
I come from a shiny blue bike and yellow daises,
from a shiny green playground,
from the yellow sun shining.
I come from a sweet banana going down a throat,
from a tasty sweet cake from my birthday,
from a sweet apple pie in a bakery.
I come from a good smelling bakery,
from my Mom cooking dinner,
from the fresh smell in the rainforest.
I come from me hearing tapping on the table,
from me hearing the fresh wind,
from a pencil falling off a table.
I come from me picking up a flower,
from me picking up a pencil,
from holding my baby brother.
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Brandon Rosas
I come from a blue ocean,
from a red fish,
from water.
I come from a fish that is cooked,
from a salty fish,
from a fresh fish.
I come from a smelly fish,
from a spicy fish,
from a fresh fish.
I come from a boom,
from a bomb,
from a toy.
I come from a toy,
from a hot toy,
from a wet toy.
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Cody Chiem
I come from a brownish desert,
from a hot blue sky,
from a bright yellow sun,
from boiling hot water,
from burnt food,
from a smoking car,
from a hot place,
from a train horn,
from a lot of grass.
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Daniella Akinyemi
I come from the pinkness of a strawberry candy,
from a violet shoe that sparkles like a star,
from a yellow dress that shines like the sun.
I come from the hotness of pepper,
from the tanginess of a tangerine,
from the sugariness of Oreos.
I come from the fragrance of a watermelon,
from the temptingness of a cherry,
from the spiciness of chili sauce.
I come from the thump of a drum,
from the crash of a thunderstorm,
from the roar of a lioness.
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Lynn Cabrera

Candy
A sweet of rainbow cotton candy,
I come from blue flowers,
rainbow sky.
I come from a taste of fuzzy ice cream,
baby blue sky,
a fun of flowers.
I come from a smell of water,
smell of thunder white,
smell of fuzzy.
I come from the sound of dog,
sound of seals,
sound of Skittles.
I come from a touch of rainbow,
touch of rain,
touch of candy.
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Xavier Currier
I come from a yellow battle droid who comes
from a machine that reuses iron.
I come from a red fire that comes
from a fireplace.
I come from an oily hotdog, cooked from love.
I come from a tasty cookie, made
from a bakery.
I come from a sweet cake, eaten by a man
who lives in New York.
I come from a sweet cupcake
from a cake store.
I come from a bump on a bumper car
that comes from a fun park.
I come from a boom
from an airplane that comes
from New York.
I come from a cool house with cool things inside
from downtown San Diego.
I come from a hot car
that comes from a car shop.
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Ahmed Matar
I come from blue violets that blend in with the sky
from the gray moon that makes flowers bloom,
from the icy cold light blue cube at Antarctica.
I come from bananas that smooth my tongue,
from sweet cotton candy, fluffy and soft,
from spicy chips that burn my tongue like steam.
I come from perfumed clothes that catch my nose,
from the boiling hot smell of the sun,
from the sharp smell of spoiled fish.
I come from the sound of irritating music,
from the sound of bireds tweeting tweet!
from the sound of the ocean touching land.
I come from the hairy bear, soft and hairy,
from the soft feeling of the smooth cotton candy.
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Brayden Wortz

100

Chloe Laber

What the Dolphin Wants
The dolphin, a graceful animal,
is as smooth as the blanket you sleep in.
The dolphin wants to be a real-live person,
wants to be happy and graceful,
wants to smell pretty like the ocean.
This is what the dolphin wants to be —
if it had one wish.
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Justin Nguyen

Travel
I come from a white hospital,
from a peach house,
from a green forest.
I come from a crispy donut,
from a solid hot chocolate,
from a big frosty snow cone.
I come from the smell of a flower,
from the smell of a strawberry,
from a big pine cone tree.
I come from a roaring tiger,
from the howl of a wolf,
from a whisper from a person.
I come from soft,
from a hard rock,
from a little duck.
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Delani Benitez

The Blue Ocean
I come from a blue ocean,
from the glittery water,
the blue ocean.
I come from the taste of salt,
from the blue water,
from the blue cotton candy.
I come from the smell of the water,
from the smell of the cotton candy,
from the smell of the blueberry water.
I come from the sound of the waves,
the sound of a shell from the inside,
the sound of the boats.
I come from the touch of the water,
the touch of the waves,
from the touch of the sand.

Ocean
I can reflect the sky,
but then I got a lot of bumps.
I guess they were birds.
And a boat plowed through me
and I got rough,
and now I can't reflect the sky.
Who is swimming in me?
I feel happy
because someone is swimming in me.
It's so good to be the ocean.
I'm thankful for all the beaches
that hold me in place.
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Alii Ali
I come from blue water,
from the gold of the sun,
from green leaves blowing on the grass.
I come from boiling hot water,
from a hot burning smell,
from spicy chicken noodles.
I come from fresh-baked cinnamon rolls,
from chicken sandwiches,
from my brother's cologne.
I come from a big sound that says, "boom, boom,"
from the cat's purring,
from dogs barking.
I come from a touch of the remote,
from pushing buttons,
from digging up old plants.
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Denise Caballero Guerrero

Unicorn Weather
I come from a rose gold unicorn in the galaxy,
from a magical space,
from the Milky Way.
I come from a taste of rainow,
from rainbow sherbert,
from rainbow skittles.
I come from flowers that smell so fresh,
from the universe,
from a garden.
I come from a sound of unicorn magic,
from the silky waters swaying side to side,
from spirits in the air.
I come from the smoothness of the unicorn's mane,
from the smoothness of flower petals,
from the softness of now-stuffed animals.
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Sarah McGregor

The Snake
sight, touch, smell, taste, hear

Even though
the snake’s skin looks rough,
it feels soft.
The snake smells with its tongue
but, that doesn’t mean
it tastes with its nose.
I can hear him hiss when he is
threatened and I see him slither.
As he stalks his prey,
something unusual happens
when he strikes he floats in the air
higher and higher.
Right now, I wish
he was a dragon
so he could fly away.
Poof!
The next thing he knows
he finds himself
in a hat
my magic hat.
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Alejandra Pierce

Me
I come from a purple flow,
from a green tree and a red rose,
from a blue sky and the yellow sun.
I come from a taste of a peach,
from the spice of a hot pepper,
from a tangerine that is mellow.
I come from the soil of the earth,
from a moldy ocean,
from a sharp, fragrant scent.
I come from the sigh of a child,
the clink of a glass,
from the bark of a dog and the roar of a lion.
I come from a gritty ship,
from a steamy cup of chocolate,
from the death of a hot sun.
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Brizeyda Gaspar
My hair is a forest,
my nails are claws,
eyes are as brown as wood
and as big as watermelons,
tongue is a red as a strawberry,
legars as long as a tree.
I am as fast as a cheetah,
shiny as a stick.
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Joseph Carrillo

My Body
is a knife,
sharp and shiny.
My fingers
are a shredder,
tough and sharp.
My head is
a helmet,
hard and smooth.
My legs are a
cheetah,
fast and powerful.
My ear is
a shark's tooth,
sharp and pointy.
My hair is
a feather, ready to fly.
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Nevaeh Manley

Wish
My wish
is clear
glass
ready to be
broken through
seeing everything
that can be
seen
shining in the
light
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Jayden Nguyen

Hands
Hands are stronger than a Jolly Rancher,
can even crush a sliced apple.
Hands are used for defense.
Hands are even stronger than bones.
Hands can hit water and it disappears.
Once you hit a punching bag, it doesn't hurt anymore.
Blood flows through, but you feel nothing.
You can't stop lifting, you're probably like body builders,
look strong, but have never learned to fight.
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Rebeca Beltran Juarez

Strong Horse
A strong horse,
running in the wild,
fierce,
never scared
to back down,
never stopping.
I fight 'til the end.
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Sandi Juarez

Eyes Are Art
My eyes
are a camera,
spying your every
move,
like a paint brush
painting a picture,
colorful, bright
and bold,
a theater screen
playing a movie.
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Anastasia Haine

Magic
Harry Potter’s World

A letter is flying
Wizards are trying
learning magic.
An awesome fly,
in the wizarding sky!
The magic world awaits!
Have fun, be safe and learn.
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America Arjona Alvarez

The Top is Spinning
See the colorful top spinning!
See the top spin like a solar system!
Imagine your world spinning like the colorful top!
See yourself spinning like you are on a teacup ride!
Imagine the top spinning as you scream your lungs out!
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Laylani Scott

My Vision
My eyes are as clear as spring water
gliding through the air,
the grass flowing left and right,
the fluffy clouds floating
in the blue sky,
dandelion seeds flying through the sky,
bees pollinating every flower
in the field.
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Kaitlyn Harbuck

The Outdoors
When the wind is breezy
birds are singing and only you
know you are in nature.
Whether you climb on trees,
sing on-key with the birds
or even meditate, you
are having a nice time
by the peaceful,
smooth river stream.
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Zhiqing Yang

Candy
Candy is as sweet
as a note
on a violin,
as soft
as a coud.
Jolly Ranchers
are glossy
tiled flooring.
Jelly beans
are rows of vivid
magic markers,
exploding colors
on your fingertips
like a field
of lovely grass.
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Nicolas Isaac Camacho

Rain
Rain is a delicate piece of music
relaxing and carefree.
Rain is soothing and calming, just like
a carpet on a picnic day, soft and beautiful,
like a swan, elegant
and graceful.
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Nahom Abebe

My Arms
My arms are big rock
like a gorilla,
sturdy as a turtle's shell,
tough as a huge watermelon rind,
powerful as a metal computer,
huge as a Navy tank,
heavy as a truck,
strong as a tiger,
as a lion's energy.
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Yones Isse

Peacock
Peacocks are
rainbows,
shiny like
a diamond,
features so sharp
and long,
like pins that would stick
at the same time.
They shake
like a rattlesnake
in danger.
Their necks are like
a giraffe,
but shorter.
Their beaks are their fingers
so they can pick up food.
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Lyric Allen Anderson

I Like Flowers and Dogs
I like flowers
because they are cool
and they smell
beautiful and
dogs because they
are friendly.
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Jennifer Borbon

Roses and Strawberries
My Mom's roses are cherry red.
So are strawberries that are too old
to be eaten.
They are beautiful at first,
then ugly.
They start very teeny,
then they are very big,
flashing red.
Then they die.
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Giselle Rodriguez

Flowers
Flowers are
as shiny as
my keychain necklace,
like a sky rainbow,
with colorful ribbons.
A flower is
as special as
a person.
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Joel Rodriguez

The Midnight Tree
My tree is midnight hiding in the dark
when the bats and vampires
come out.
As the leaves change,
the light and dark
start to play.
When the full moon ends,
it becomes the old moon
and the new moon begins.
Both are useful.
Some are dangerous.
Some are colorful.
Then midnight comes.
They lose their color
and become one with midnight.
When the tree dies,
it stops being one with midnight,
but owned by midnight.
When midnight ends,
all goes back to normal,
except the midnight tree.
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Rafef Lagta

Banana
Bananas are as yellow as corn.
They start out fresh, then they rot.
Growing in the warm sun,
as good as a banana split.
If you leave them outside too long,
they can get rotten
and you can make banana bread.
They're smooth, as is ice cream.
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Sofia Buritica Londoño

Small Lion
Small lion
in the middle
of the African desert,
strong
brave, ready
for anything.
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Eddie Meisenbach Orozco

Fortnite
Explosive
raging like a furious car
shields
mini-shields
slurp juice
and a chug jug
drinking like a blue Gatorade
quad crasher
baller
hoverboard
golf car
airplane
drive any vehicle in the game
some stores free vehicles
pistols
SMGs or LMGs
snipers
assault rifles
weapons to survive the game of life
getting a victory royale
like you won the lottery
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Estrella Pinal

Caprisun
I was created by a person,
put in a dark box.
It was scary.
I was left there for most of my life,
with a yellow straw taped to me.
I didn't know why
until one day,
I saw a light.
A big hand picked me up by the chest.
He got the yellow straw and poked me with it.
He sucked and squeezed me
until I was empty.
He tossed me in the trash
and left me there for days,
even weeks.
One day I realized he wasn't coming back.
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Soleapvictora Meas

Naughty Cat
I'm just too hungry!
I just feel the tip of my bone.
I feel like I am coming to an end.
I sniff, sniff, and sniff,
then bingo!
Fish I smell.
The smell is coming to my nose.
I feel it flooding towards me.
Then look, I see
fish on the table. Thank you, heaven!
I bite it.
It tastes like a yummy beautiful dish.
I eat, eat, eat and eat until
my fatty patty belly looks like a balloon
and I can't even get off the table.
I'm in mega big trouble!
I think they're going to eat me.
Footsteps are approaching.
It's the end of me now.
Bye world.
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Sydney McGlory

The Sad Eye
I'm always seeing.
My job is to always look.
I see things
big and small.
I'm stuck.
I can't escape
the endless cycle
of looking, watching.
I have a friend.
He's tired of this job,
the life of an eye.
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Mike Chen

Unlucky Shoelace
I'm on the lonely street.
The mailman steps on me
and the rain makes me wet.
I get soggy.
A dog tastes me.
After the dog tastes me,
he brings me to the other street.
I said, "Here we go again."
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Nevaeh Mar

Television
I change 100 times a day,
1000 different people.
I get shut down,
interrupted,
sometimes smashed.
Once you get into me,
I have you trapped,
stuck,
frozen.
I don't really do anything besides sit there
staring at the same thing
every minute
of every day.
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Daniel Cabrera

The Caprisun
A Caprisun getting stuck
with a straw
and getting squished,
sipped on.
Then, when it's empty,
a big paw grabs me,
throws me
in the trash.
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Oscar Palomera

Kool-Aid
Trapped
in plastic,
stuck with no escape.
One day
I was stabbed,
vacuumed.
I went past
soft
tissue.
It was dark.
I heard
a rumble,
like a volcano.
I came out.
I felt water.
Cold.
I was water.
Then flushed,
like a vortex,
gone,
joined water,
sent through pipes
into one big
body.
A creature,
green & hard,
swallowed me.
I said,
"Here we go again."
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Kevin Dinh

The Melting Sun
A day when the sun is doing its thing.
I was getting really cold.
What was happening to me?
Is there a bright star?
Is there another bright, hot sun?
I was neverous that another sun had beaten me.
I was slowly melting and fading.
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Makayla Giang

Depression is Depressing
My job is to mess with the average human mind.
My job is very cruel.
I have the ability to rewire the healthy mind
to something silent, and dead.
When I rewire the mind,
I feel major grief.
They didn't deserve to feel dead inside.
They wake up feeling tired,
feeling the weight
of the horrible condition they're facing,
eager to stay in bed all,
isolating themselves from others,
not speaking up about their problems,
keeping them as a burden.
Some even have thoughts about the unthinkable.
I never chose to do this.
I wish I could escape.
But I can't.
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A.J. Mendez
I am lazy
I am tired
I am cool
I am sad
I am nothing
If I was something, I would still be nothing
Nothing is good about being nothing
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Dariana Neria

Soccer Ball
Kick me and I'll score.
Put me in the field where I was born.
Well, I'm only as good as their air that fills me.
Now I can bounce and don't have to be kicked.
Shut the door to me
in a dark storage room
when they don't need me.
Big, dirty, scary cleats kicked me.
Then I got sore.
I went into the goal,
but did not get recognized for it.
Bet the one who left me a bruise did.
I will always stay as a round ball
unless I deflate.
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Leila Martinez
The sun comes up,
the flowers grow,
the tree is just a tree.
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Perla Martinez
The sky is blue, the grass is green, the sun is yellow, the
flowers are rainbows. Butterflies, too. Moving out to space,
the earth is blue and green. The sun stares at earth, wanting
to go down and explore, wondering what's down there.
More wondering by earth: "You don't have that. Nothing,
not flowers, trees, water nothing?"
"You're lucky," said the Sun.
"Yeah. Lucky."
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Juan Lucas Martinez
The shark is going to eat
the fish.
The fish is swimming.
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Marley Turner
A log is a home
to any creature,
even fireflies.

A frog dreams
of a family
in a pond.
Sweet dreams, poof!
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Zilphia Tarr

Today I Hrbonked My Head
Today I hrbonked my head
(on a wall. It was when I was swimming.
I was doing the backstroke.)
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Eric Sanchez

The Sad Fish
A fish
stuck in an aquarium,
no one to talk to,
no friends,
just stuck in the aquarium.
I used to have friends,
but one by one
they went away.
Days went by.
People stare at me.
Here I sit,
lonely,
waiting for friends.
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Mimi

Spirits Are Higher
My culture is beautiful.
It's sacred more than love.
The spirits are higher than above.
This is my culture that I love.
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Scarlett

My Culture is Beautiful
The language and the dancing
are all very sacred.
Love is not abuse.
Love is dedication and
affection to someone or something.
You don't choose to love,
it just happens.
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Zedekiah

Your Family Loves You
When I write, I make mistakes.
Love is not abuse when your grandma
cooks for you.
Love will not be abuse because
your family will always love you.
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Sherlyn Lopez

My Poem, My Life
My mom took me out for steak.
Then my mom took my family
out for ice cream.
Then my mom and my family
went to go swimming.
Then me and my family
went out for some dinner.
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Valerie Nelson

My Culture
My culture is beautiful
My culture is family
My culture is respect
My culture is love
My culture is mountains
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Thaila Varela

I Don't Like to Write
When I write I
feel dumb 'cuz
I misspell.
I don't like being
wrong.
Even now I'm asking
for help. I like to type
but not to
write.

I Like to Type
When I type I
feel excited 'cuz
I like to make
up stories. I'm
making a book,
It's about zombies.
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Logan Howard

I Am Logan Howard
I am Logan
I am Howard
I am 8 years old
I am Howard
with Indian blood
I am native
I am a brother
I am a son
I am a river
I am a writer
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Issac

Dear Oos
My best friend,
you are so cool.
You are cooler than Zed.
You are so fun to play with.
You are so awesome.
You are like a cousin.
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Kaamaycauac

Strong Baby
I am going to write to my nephew.
My baby nephew is strong
like the wing, and he is so cute,
and his name is Heavy.
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Isabella Sanchez

Passed Away
This is about a friend who
passed away.
I met a boy when I was
in pre-K.
And then I turned 7 years old.
I was with a family called the W's.
And he died.
And I heard someone say
my friend died.
So I am now 9 years old.
I will miss him.
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Presley

My Culture is Beautiful
We go to powwows.
I like Indian tacos.
And we go to Oklahoma.
Oklahoma is a peaceful
place to be.
And to dance in our shoes,
the spirits up in heaven
dance with us as you
get down to the beat.
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